
 

This half term we will continue to explore our theme, Vroom. We 

will be focusing on the story, ‘Whatever next!’ by Jill Murphy. The 

story takes us on a journey with bear, as he finds his space boots 

and a helmet, blasts off in his rocket, meeting an owl and sharing 

a picnic on the moon, all before his bath! During our 

communication sessions we will continue to develop our symbol 

knowledge, mark making and we will be creating the key features 

each week – including our own space helmets and rocket! 

During cognition sessions, we will continue to develop our number 

recognition and early concepts. We will be looking at shapes and 

geometry, saving the ice road truckers and exploring capacity 

with tipping and filling at a small world construction site. 

During our care and independence sessions, we will be focusing on food trucks. Each week 

we will create, investigate and taste foods following a food truck theme, from hotdogs and 

burgers to taco’s and wraps! What Class 3 pizza special will we create, will it have green 

peppers? Or maybe a controversial pineapple on pizza? 

Our physical sessions will continue with swimming (on your child’s usual day), PE and the 

bikes and track. Our gross motor skills are covered, to develop our fine motor skills we will 

be creating a threading train and participating in a playdough disco!  

During our world sessions, we will be investigating magnets from the mechanics garage, 

looking at people who help us and their transport such as fire engines and police cars. It is 

Armed Forces Day on 26th June, so we will be looking at tanks, face paints and dressing up 

in camo. 

Class 3 continue to love to get messy, during our creative sessions we will be making our own 

mini hot air balloons and adding our own photos, using wheels and circular items to create an 

outside mobile and finally, having a rock ‘n’ roll week with drums! 

We look forward to ending this academic year with lots of laughter, fun and learning! 
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